You should go!
The world is your classroom...

Japan

STUDY

MBA FOCUS:
Visit a variety of businesses including how the earthquake/tsunami affected the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on Japanese industries (subject to change)

SIGHTSEEING:
- The Great BUddah of Takaoka
- Kenroku-en Park
- Himeiji Buddhist Monastery
- Toyota Automobile Factory
- Jikatabi (Ninja shoes) Factory
- Numerous cultural sites

DATES: 5.8.20 - 5.20.20
LOCATIONS:
- Kanazawa
- Kyoto
- Tokyo

COST: $3,500 (incl tuition) (air NOT included)
DEPOSIT: $500 - by: 11/15/18
CREDIT: 3 elective credits
WHO: MBA & select undergraduate students

FOR MBA STUDENTS

CONTACT: Andrew Wright  |  andrewwright4@weber.edu